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The product development team will review the request and provide status updates as decisions are made regarding the request. You
can send an email to inform others of the request.

A key icon indicates that the field is displayed only to the original submitter. The key icon next to a request indicates that the
request is a private request.

The INVENTORY.MAXLEVEL field is titled 'Reorder Point', which is the same as INVENTORY.MINLEVEL. 
MINLEVEL is correct
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Source:

Visibility:

Country:
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Other

Public 
Public requests are visible to all users; Private requests are visible only to the original submitter. The
visibility is automatically set when the request is created.

United States

The INVENTORY.MAXLEVEL field is titled 'Reorder Point', which is the same as INVENTORY.MINLEVEL. 
MINLEVEL is described correctly, but MAXLEVEL is not. 

This shows up mostly in reporting, especially for QBR building when searching for 'reorder' and retrieving 
too many records. 

To see this in the application, from the inventory application, build a QBR and when filtering for content, use 
'reorder point' as the label to filter on.  

To see this easily, here is SQL that can help, or you can use field help in the inventory application reorder 
tab: 

select OBJECTNAME, ATTRIBUTENAME, TITLE, REMARKS from maxattribute 
where OBJECTNAME = 'INVENTORY' AND ATTRIBUTENAME = 'MAXLEVEL'; 

which results in: 

INVENTORY MAXLEVEL Reorder Point Maximum Level - Reorder Point 

What I would recommend would be to change the title to 'Maximum Level' and the description to 'Maximo 
Quantity Level desired for this inventory record'



Use case:

Business
justification:

Bookmarkable URL:

The most common use case is in building reports around inventory, especially when they are query based 
reports, which leverage the labeling when filtering in the design

having 2 fields with the same title on the same table/object causes confusion that needs to be explained. 
This is increased since it implies there is maxlevel input into reorder calculation. Maxlevel has no effect on 
reorder as further explained here https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/547297. For reference, 
reorder is here: https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/maximo-reorder-calculation

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rfe/execute?use_case=viewRfe&CR_ID=145694 
A unique URL that you can bookmark and share with others.

You have voted for 26 requests.

Voting rules:

You can only vote once for an individual request.

You cannot vote for requests that have a "Delivered" status and for requests that are duplicates.
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